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Abstract
This paper, examines vagrants in Mauritius between 1829 and 1890,
and locates their activities within the ‘agency paradigm’. Vagarancy is
seen as an attempt by the vagrants to take control of their lives to the
extent they could in the circumstances. ‘Vagrants’, as defined by Mauritian colonial authorities, are individuals who wandered around the colony from district to district without passes or identification papers, but
who did have a fixed place of residence. Worker agency is built on the
notion advanced by Allen (2008), where activities of indentured workers are seen as attempts to gain control over their lives.
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The term ‘forbidden freedom’ was used in a Letter from the Protector of Immigrants
to Governor Sir John Pope Hennessy through the Colonial Secretary, 15th August 1882.
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the letters and digits after MNA refer to the MNA files.
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This paper is a detailed study of vagrancy and the experiences of the vagrants in colonial Mauritius between 1829 and 1890. The major themes are resistance, worker agency, worker worldview and the lives of the indentured labourers, the function of the Bagne Prison, the establishment of the Vagrant
Depot and the experiences of its prisoners and the issue of ‘unbriddled harassment’ of the ‘old’ immigrants under the indentured labour system in Mauritius
(Frere and Williamson, 1875: para 704; MNA/JK3). The paper examines the
experiences generally of the early indentured workers who arrived between
1829 and 1837, referred to here as ‘old’ immigrants, and those who arrived between the 1850s and 1870s, referred to as ‘new’ immigrants. The experiences
of Lotah and Balliah, two pioneer/old indentured workers who arrived in Mauritius during the 1830s, and of Dabee, a new indentured worker who arrived in
the colony during the 1870s are examined in detail. The paper shows that ever
since the late 1820s, while slavery and apprenticeship system still existed, the
local British and Mauritian authorities and planters had to deal with the evergrowing challenge and problem posed by indentured workers who ranaway
from their allotted plantations. The paper discusses the strategies and laws
which the colony’s authorities used to control the workers, including their arrest, punishment and imprisonment. It also provides a social and economic
context within which the issue of ‘vagrancy’ and the challenge and resistance
of the vagrants became prominent features in Mauritian colonial society during
most of the nineteenth century.
One of the major objectives of this work is to break with traditional
Mauritian indentured labour historiography and to focus on ‘human agency’,
and resistance of indentured workers against an inhumane system of labour and
exploitation. At the same time, it attempts to explore the inner world of the indentured workers through their behaviour and the decisions they took. Archival
records and oral history show that the social history of the indentured workers
can only be written by researching, recording and analyzing the ‘lived experiences’ of the individuals who lived and died more than a century ago.
The paper tries to show that the indentured labour system was not static
or a system of slavery, as argued by Hugh Tinker, but rather a complex and
dynamic system which involved different human actors such as the planters,
colonial officials and the immigrants.2 It shows that each worker had a name,
number and a story to tell. The stories of Lotah, Balliah, and Dabee provide a
glimpse at the thousands of other vagrants who were arrested, punished and
2
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imprisoned. The paper argues that by using the weapons of the weak, they also
resisted and challenged the indentured labour system in nineteenth century colonial Mauritius.
Vagrancy, Worker Resistance and the Function of the Bagne Prison during the late 1820s and 1830s
In mid-May 1828, John Finiss, the Chief Commissary of Police of British Mauritius, testified before the Commission of Eastern Enquiry in which he
provided an early definition of a vagrant by a high ranking colonial official in
Mauritius. During the last years of slavery and a few years before the large
scale importation of Indian indentured workers, Finiss explained that ‘vagrants
were individuals who wandered around the colony from district to district
without passes, identification papers and who did have a fixed place of residence’ (MNA/IB 7 No. 4).
Between August and October 1829, more than 1,500 Indian and Chinese
indentured labourers were introduced into Mauritius. They came through the
Indian Ocean port cities of Madras, Calcutta and Singapore; Gaillardon and
Company played a key role in bringing them to Mauritius (MNA/RA 416;
MNA/RA 417 and MNA/RA 418; Pineo, 2009: 17-18). In October 1829, Finiss
wrote to Colonel Barry, the Chief Secretary to Government in Port Louis: ‘I
think it is my duty to state these circumstances at the outset that if the experiment succeeds, further importations will no doubt take place’. The experiment
which was being carried out by Mauritian planters, however, drew concerns
within a matter of weeks. Indeed, the experiment proved to be a dismal failure
as Franco-Mauritian sugar estate owners mistreated their workers and ‘vagrancy’ reared its head. In addition, the workers were either paid their wages late or
not paid at all, effectively deeming the planters as not fulfilling their contractual obligations to the workers. Several works also mentioned that they had been
deceived by labour recruiters who had promised they would get good wages
and they only had to do light work.
As a result, the Indian and Chinese indentured workers refused to work,
deserted the sugar estates, were arrested as vagrants, and eventually resorted to
petty crimes. This proved to be a source of major concern for the local British
colonial authorities and the police force. Between December 1829 and May
1830, the British colonial authorities gradually repatriated a majority of these
workers to Madras, Calcutta and Singapore. In several letters to the Colonial
Secretary, Finiss explained that his subordinates already faced several pressing
law and order issues such as controlling the slaves, maroons and petty crime in
Port Louis. The fact that they had to arrest, imprison, discipline and repatriate
the newly arrived indentured workers was an added and unwelcomed burden
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on his department. Ironically enough, during the second half of the 1830s,
Finiss and his department faced the same problem and challenge of controlling
hundreds of indentured immigrants in the colony’s administrative centre.
Between 1836 and 1838, with an influx of apprentices and Indian labourers into Port Louis from the rural districts, there was an increase in crime
in the administrative and economic centre. This also contributed to the overcrowding of Port Louis prisons such as the Bagne Prison (a colonial prison for
slaves and apprentices) and, to a lesser extent, the Prisons of the Court of Justice (located today in the city centre of Port Louis) (MNA/RD 16, 1838: paragraphs 12-18). In February 1836 alone, around 84 vagrant Indian workers were
caught and incarcerated at the Bagne Prison which was already in a crowded
condition (MNA/RA 552, 1836; MNA/RC 26, 1836). Just like their predecessors in
1829, many of these indentured labourers complained that they had to deal
with difficult living and working conditions and were punished regularly by the
labour overseers and estate managers. The experiences of the Indian indentured
workers, their resistance, and worldview will be discussed later on in this paper.
In February 1836, Captain Weir, the Special Magistrate for Port Louis,
reported to Governor Nicolay that ever since the beginning of the previous
month (i.e. January 1836), there had been a gradual influx of Indian labourers
into Port Louis from all of the island’s sugar producing districts. The Special
Magistrate observed that the overwhelming majority of these workers were arrested as vagrants near Government House and the Line Barracks where British
troops were housed. Even more significant, he revealed that most of them ‘had
been introduced into the colony only a few months before’ (MNA/RA 552, 1836;
Peerthum, 2011: 197).

During the same month, one of the few important planters who provided
an insight into what was happening on the Mauritian sugar estates was W.W.
West. He was a British planter who owned the Vale Sugar Estate in Pamplemousses District in the north of Mauritius. By January 1836, West employed
more than 50 Indian indentured workers who were essentially cane cutters. In a
letter to Governor Nicolay, he explained that ‘over the past several weeks, it
became a common practice for them to escape from his sugar estate to go to
Port Louis’ (Peerthum, 2011: 197-98). Between January and February 1836,
West lost more than 15 indentured workers, representing one third of his Indian
workforce; he was aware that there were dozens of indentured labourers from
other neighbouring sugar estates whose Indian workers had run away too. West
wrote that he was aware that they went in search of work and new opportunities in that large cosmopolitan colonial town. The observations of West provide, to a certain extent, the motive of the labourers to escape from their places
of employment. It is also quite striking that within a matter of months, many of
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these early indentured workers became dissatisfied and rejected their living and
working conditions on the sugar estates.
After receiving letters from Weir and West, Governor Nicolay recognizing the urgency of the situation and ordered that some of these vagrants be
moved to a makeshift prison in the ‘Magazine’ near Port Louis Harbour. This
was a large building located on the shores of Port Louis harbour as a warehouse. But this order did not solve the problem. After all, throughout 1836, the
number of Indian vagrants continued to increase and they continued to be kept
at the Bagne.
Several months later, in July 1836, Edward Kelly, the Special Magistrate of Pamplemousses District, reported that some of the Indian workers were
missing from the sugar estates because they ran away to the colony’s administrative centre. The major reasons that emerged were ill-treatment and nonpayment of wages by some estate managers and plantation owners. During the
first half of 1836, these facts were also echoed by other Special Magistrates located in the rural districts who indicated that desertions by Indian workers were
becoming more frequent and Port Louis remained their favourite destination.
The rich and insightful archival records of the mid-1830s show that local colonial officials and planters had not learnt their lesson from the 1829 labour experiment. Barely a year after the beginning of the large-scale introduction of indentured Indian labourers, the island’s British administration, specially the police force and prison officials, were caught off guard, unprepared to
deal with the influx of such a large number of workers dissatisfied with their
living and working conditions on Mauritian sugar estates (Peerthum, 2011:
197-201).
As a way of deterring the influx of Indian labourers into Port Louis, the
Colony’s Prison Committee strongly suggested to Governor Nicolay that no
distinction be made when it came to the punishment being inflicted on prisoners of the Bagne Prison. This meant that the same punishment given to maroon
apprentices would be given to Indian vagrants.
Two forms of punishment were given to vagrant Indian labourers and
maroon apprentices of the Bagne. These were, to be assigned the tedious tasks
of breaking stones in the workyard of the Bagne Prison, and cleaning and repairing the streets of Port Louis during the summer months. Both of these were
deemed hard labour. The objective of imposing hard labour was to serve as an
example and a warning to other apprentices and Indian workers who wanted to
escape to Port Louis from the rural districts. However, in the long run, this was
not the case and had very little impact on the apprentices and indentured workers (MNA/B3, 9-20; MNA/RD11, 13th July 1838; Peerthum, 2011: 197-198;
Peerthum, 2004: 84-86).
More than six months later, the situation changed little. In January 1837,
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the Prison Committee reported:
Ever since the month of February 1836, the Committee had insisted upon the necessity of providing another place of detention
or depot, instead of the Bagne for the Indian labourers who are
under the care of the Police Department. The arrival in numerous
bands of these individuals gave rise to encumbrances which,
though momentary, created disorder and might also have occasioned sickness (MNA/RD11, 30 Jan. 1837; Peerthum, 2004: 86).
Fig 1. A Map of Mauritius from 1909 showing Port Louis
and the Rural Districts

(Source: MNA/Map of Mauritius)
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It was the first time in the history of indentured labour in Mauritius that
colonial officials referred to a colonial prison, where previously fugitive slaves
and apprentices were imprisoned, as a depot for Indian workers who were arrested and then convicted as vagrants and deserters. In fact, the Bagne Prison
was the first depot for Indian vagrants in Mauritius. Between 1836 and 1837,
the monthly average number of Indians who were imprisoned in the Bagne increased from 48 to 148, tripling in a year.
In 1836, an estimated total of 576 indentured workers escaped from
their employers and were arrested as vagrants. During the course of the following year, an estimated total of 1,776 contractual workers were arrested as vagrants (Calculated from MNA/RD11, 15 January 1837; MNA/B3, 1836-1839:
30-40; Backhouse, 1844: 35-36; Peerthum, 2011: 197-198, and Peerthum,
2004: 84-86). At the same time, by December 1836, around 4,119 male indentured labourers were working and living on the sugar estates and in Port Louis;
by December the year after, this figure had doubled to 8,445 male workers.
These figures are significant because they indicate that by December
1836, more than 13 percent of the male Indian indentured workers who were
brought to the colony escaped from their employers, were arrested as vagrants
and imprisoned at the Bagne. In addition, by December 1837, this figure rose
to more than 21%, or one fifth of all the Indian contractual labourers (Calculated from MNA/B1B; Kuczynski, 1948-49: 774.)
Rene Kuczynski, a British imperial demographer, indicated that by December 1836, there were 613 male indentured workers who were working under a legal indenture contract for an employer in Port Louis. This means almost
15% of the colony’s indentured workers were living and working in the colony’s administrative centre (Kuczynski, 1948-9: 774). This strong presence of
their fellow countrymen in Port Louis may have encouraged some of the indentured workers to leave the rural districts and gravitate towards the colonial
town.
The figures concerning vagrants during the 1830s are comparable to the
rates for vagrancy and desertion from the sugar estates during the 1840s and
1860s. Between 1844 and 1845, the annual average of 7 percent to 12 percent
of the total male Indian worker population was arrested for vagrancy and desertion (MNA/HA 73/Appendix G, No. 148 & No.149; Allen: 1999: 146;
Carter, 1995: 225). But during the 1850s, the rate for vagrancy and desertion
decreased to around 4 percent. During the following decade, an annual average
of more than 12 percent of the Indian adult male population was arrested for
vagrancy. In 1869 alone, more than 17 percent of the male Indian population
was arrested as vagrants and deserters (Allen, 1999: 147-148). The period between 1860 and 1871 marked the height of the period of repression of the Indian indentured workers, resulting in responses from the workers, which were
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termed as vagrants and deserters by the colonial state apparatus.
During that period, an estimated 206,000 old and new indentured worker arrests were made on account of vagrancy; imprisonments were at the Vagrant Depot of Grand River, the Port Louis Central Prisons and the rural depots
across the island. This figure is an annual average of more 18,000 males (Calculated from Allen, 1999: 148; Peerthum, 2004: 98-99, 112; 2008; Teelock,
2009: 246-247). By the late 1870s and mid-1880s, this figure declined to between 2 to 3 percent (Peerthum, 2008). It is important to note that during most
of the nineteenth century, colonial officials and colonial laws made very little
difference between the offenses of vagrancy, desertion and illegal absence
(MNA/JK3, par 2026/2040; Allen, 1999: 147-143-144).
Barely two to three years after the large-scale introduction of Indian indentured workers in Mauritius, hundreds of these contractual labourers were
arrested as vagrants and imprisoned at the Bagne in Port Louis. As early as the
late 1830s, a trend was already established where an important segment of the
indentured labour population was arrested and imprisoned in Port Louis. This
practice by local colonial officials and the local police was to continue in Port
Louis and its surroundings, as well as in the eight rural districts. The late 1830s
marked the genesis of the common practice by the colony’s police and magistrates of arresting, imprisoning and sentencing vagrant Indian workers to hard
labour. This practice, with the firm support of the Mauritian planters and a battery of legal legislation, continued during the rest of the nineteenth century
(Peerthum, 2011: 197-198; Peerthum, 2004: 84-119; Mishra, 2011: 201-211;
Allen, 1999: 55-75; Carter & d’Unienville, 2003: 193-230).
Worker agency & resistance of Indian workers during the 1830s
Apart from the poor working and living conditions and mistreatment of
the Indian workers on the sugar estates, the double-cut system, which was reported to have been a common practice as early as 1838 on local sugar plantation, was another important reason for the old Indian workers to escape from
their employers. This fact was reported by James Backhouse, a British Quaker
missionary and a well-informed visitor to Mauritius, and Thomas Joseph Hugon, also known as Thomy Hugon, a Franco-Mauritian colonial official who
eventually became the second Protector of Immigrants (Backhouse, 1844: 3437; MNA/RC 34). In July 1839, in his report on the early indentured labour
system to Governor Nicolay, Hugon explained:
By the too rigid discipline of most plantations, the Indian labourer is subjected, without the smallest advantage to the master [….]
the obligation of the Indian labourer in being provided with a
‘billet de passe’ (a pass) to venture beyond the boundary of the
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estate during out of working hours, is a ‘tracasserie’ (or worry) to
which the Indian has never been used in his own country, it is an
abrogation of personal liberty, to which he would never consent
and which he had not subscribed to by merely engaging to services of the ex-apprentices who were exempted from it. The subjection of the Indian to it can never be defended on several estates, the system has been given up…I am told however the abandonment of the system has extended since the Emancipation of
the apprentices to so many estates that it can hardly be said to exist at present (MNA/RC 34, July 1839).
Thomas Joseph Hugon, who spent several years as an employee of the
civil service in British India, was well acquainted with the habits, beliefs and
worldview of Indian workers. He made it clear in his report to the British Governor that being tied to one employer was not ‘free labour’ and the newly imported Indian labourers were keenly aware of this fact. Hugon wrote:
They [the Indian labourers] object as freemen to the false position
in which they have been placed, by being bound down to one
master. It is no severe reproach to the man who has possessed
slaves to say that he has ‘despotic habits’ which he had to change
entirely when he comes into contact with freemen, here the first
to check to those habits has been the recent Emancipation of the
apprentices. The productive existence, of this colony, depending
entirely on the resort of Indian, or foreign labourers, this measure
must be considered in that respect, to have been very opportune
and in the future and general interests of the island. (MNA/RC
34; Carter, 1999: 1689-1690).
It is evident that it was extremely difficult within a matter of a few years
for former slaveowners to become employers of indentured workers, to pay
them wages regularly, to respect their contractual obligations and not to resort
to the whip. It would take several years for the planters to change their habits
of mind and to adapt to a system of wage labour and to treat legal free persons
who were working under a labour contract in a fair manner. At the same time,
with the difficult living and working conditions which prevailed on the Mauritian sugar estates it is understandable that many of the early indentured workers tended to gravitate towards Port Louis.
During the second half of the 1830s, Port Louis was a large cosmopolitan town where they could obtain work easily as dockworkers, carters, boatmen, domestic servants, messengers and a handful among them as masons,
carpenters and blacksmiths. Some performed work which was previously per-
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formed by the apprentices and ex-slaves. In February 1839, Le Mauricien, a local pro-planter newspaper, mentioned that Indian carters were well paid and
their number was gradually increasing. The hundreds of Indian indentured
workers who worked and lived in Port Louis probably also encouraged their
rural countrymen to seek better opportunities in the colony’s economic centre
(Le Mauricien, 15 February 1839; Peerthum, 2012: 157-163; 2011: 198.)
In March 1839, while visiting Port Louis, James Backhouse observed:
After the passing of act abolishing slavery, an arrangement was
sanctioned by the Colonial Government, for the introduction of a
large number of Indian labourers into the colony. They were engaged at five rupees, equal to ten shillings, a month for five years
with also one pound and three quarters of rice, a quarter pound of
dhall, or gram, and one ounce of ghee, or butter daily. But for
everyday, they were absent from their work, they were to return
two days to their masters, who retained one rupee per month, to
repay the advance made of six months’ wages, and to defray the
expenses of their passage….
If these men came into Port Louis to complain of their masters,
they were lodged in the Bagne Prison, till their masters were
summoned. The masters had a great advantage before the magistrate, over their servants; the latter being foreigners, but few of
them could speak French, and they had none to assist them in
pleasing their case. They universally represented themselves as
having been deceived with respect to the kind of labour to be extracted of them. (Backhouse, 1844: 34-7; see also: Peerthum,
2011: 198.)
The observations of Backhouse echo one of the major grievances of the
Indian and Chinese indentured workers who lived and worked for several
weeks on some of the island’s large sugar estates. They mentioned that they
were misled by labour recruiters with regards to the type of labour they would
perform in Mauritius (See MNA/RA 416; MNA/RA 417; MNA/RA 418,
Pineo, 2009: 17-18). Less than a decade later, during the mid-1830s, some of
the early Indian indentured labourers complained about the same issue.
In January 1838, Charles Anderson, the Special Magistrate of Port Louis
and the colony’s senior most magistrate, reported that many of these Indian labourers were being employed as dock workers, carters, boatmen, domestic
servants, messengers, masons and carpenters in the colony’s administrative
centre. The same official also observed, with a great deal of concern, that the
Indian workers had been brought to labour mainly on the island’s rural sugar
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plantations, but were drifting in increasing numbers to Port Louis and taking
over jobs which were usually occupied by the urban apprentices, ex-slaves and
poor free coloureds (MNA/RA 580, Carter and d’Unienville, 2003: 9-10).
In June 1838, Governor Sir William Nicolay expressed a great deal of
concern about the continuous and increasing influx of Indian workers from the
rural districts into Port Louis (MNA/B3B: 42-43). Several weeks later, in his
police report, Chief Commissary Finiss observed that there had been a large
and ever increasing number of vagrants in Port Louis ever since the start of the
large scale introduction of Indian labourers. Since 1836, Finiss and his police
subordinates already had to wrestle with an ever increasing number of maroon
apprentices and illegal activities by the urban colonial underclasses; added to
this was the issue of vagrant indentured immigrants. During this period, Finiss
underlined that the Police Department had very limited manpower, time, money and resources to deal with the arrest, imprisonment and eventual return of
the vagrants to their employers (MNA/RD16, 1838, para 10-15).
Thus, since the early years of the indentured labour system the local police force was asked to shoulder additional duties for which it was unprepared,
such as dealing with vagrancy and the vagrants. Therefore, collectively through
their actions, the vagrant indentured workers proved to be a major ‘law and order’ issue for Finiss and his subordinates. Mauritian archival records indicate
that this was a particular issue within the broader context of labour and social
control and discipline of the indentured workers (MNA/RA 416; RA 417 &
RA 418; Peerthum, 2011: 197-200; Peerthum, 2004: 84-88).
During the second half of the 1830s, there were two rural districts where
many of the runaway Indian labourers came from, namely Black River and
Flacq. In February 1838, in a lengthy dispatch from Special Magistrate Elliot
of Black River (in the western part of the island), it was reported that Indian
workers in his district were dissatisfied with their working and living conditions and preferred escaping to Port Louis. In addition, they wanted to live in
Port Louis where they could obtain better wages than on the sugar estates.
Many indentured labourers had also lodged complaints about their masters and
were incarcerated at the Bagne.
In the district of Flacq (in the eastern part of the island), there were dozens of indentured workers who ran way each month from the sugar estates to
Port Louis and were not satisfied with their living and working conditions.
Shortly after their arrival in that colonial town, they were imprisoned at the
Bagne where they were claimed by their employers. However, before they
were returned to their masters, the vagrants were sentenced to one week of
hard labour by working with public works in Port Louis (MNA/RA580;
MNA/HA101).
During the late 1840s there were thousands of old indentured workers
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who had completed their five- year contracts and had begun leaving the sugar
estates in search of better life:
In practice, however, both the planters and the government officials
expected the Old Immigrants to continue working on the island’s
sugar estates….Many Old Immigrants, however, declined to do so
and began to pursue other means of earning their livelihood. The
desire of individuals to free themselves from the bonds of estate
wage labour became a subject of increasing concern during the
mid-1840s as the large number of Indian immigrants who had
reached the colony during the 1830s and early 1840s completed
their industrial residence and sought to take greater control of their
lives (Allen, 2004: 37).
Concern by colonial officials about the indenture expired workers leaving the sugar estates existed several years earlier, as seen in the letters of Chief
Commissioner Finiss and the official documents of the Prison Committee. The
desire of some of the indentured labourers to leave wage employment of the
sugar estates, earn a living elsewhere and to take greater control of their lives
existed as early as the second half of the 1830s.
Between 1834 and 1839, the harsh and difficult conditions with which
the workers had to deal with on a day to day basis gave rise to worker agency
and resistance of these early indentured labourers who by the hundreds took
the decision of escaping from the sugar estates, either individually or in groups,
to Port Louis (MNA/RA 416, RA 417, & RA 418; Peerthum, 2012: 157-163;
Peerthum, 2011: 197-200; Peerthum, 2004: 84-88).
Rosemarijn Hoefte explained:
The stringest disciplinary and social control exercised by the [indenture] contract invited resistance’ among the plantation workers. This can be seen between the 1860s and 1920s, through the
acts of vagrancy and desertion by Indian and Javanese indentured
workers as they rejected the restrictions and controls placed on
their mobility, labour and lives (Hoefte, 1998: 186-202).
Deserting the rural employers is an indication that the workers wanted to
exercise greater control over their lives and labour and resisted the difficult and
inhumane work conditions in the sugar cane fields and living conditions in the
estate camps which the planters and their estate managers wanted to impose on
them. Worker agency and the resistance of these early indentured immigrants
complemented each other. It was a personal strategy of survival and a temporary escape from indentured work (Peerthum, 2011: 197-200; Peerthum, 2004:
84-88; Peerthum, 2012: 157-163).
James C. Scott, a scholar of political science and Asian peasant socie-
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ties, referred to these acts of resistance by the rural working class as ‘everyday
forms of peasant resistance’. He labelled these as ‘weapons of the weak’,
which peasants and labourers used through withdrawing their labour, escaping
from the plantation, and gaining greater control over their lives to seek a better
life elsewhere.
Scott also argued that peasants and labourers knew that they could not
overthrow the dominant classes and create a new social order. As a result, the
peasants and labourers denied the dominant class, namely their employers and
plantation owners, complete control over their labour, mobility and lives. In the
process, they aimed at altering, to a certain extent, the hegemony which the ruling class tried to exercise on them (Scott, 1985: 28-37).
Roopnarine called desertion and defiance of the pass system ‘primary
resistance’ which may be extended to include vagrancy, illegal absence and
worker non-obedience to rules and regulations of the colonial state and sugar
estates (Roopnarine, 2007: 49-52).
Lotah, Balliah, and Unbriddled Harassment of Old Immigrants
Between 1836 and 1838, the desire of some of these early indentured
workers for a temporary escape from estate labour, the desire to exercise greater control over their lives and denying their employers their labour can be seen
in the case-studies of Lotah and Balliah. During the second half of the 1830s,
these two early indentured workers worked and lived on two different sugar estates in Flacq. After working for their employer for a
short time, they escaped to Port Louis in search of
better lives where they were arrested as vagrants.
Indentured worker Lotah (No. 3158) arrived
in Mauritius from Madras in June 1834 when he was
30 years old. He went to work for Hardy, part owner
of Argy Sugar Estate in the district of Flacq, on a
five year contract as a labourer. He was born in 1804
in a village in present-day Tamil Nadu and left his
village to go for work in Madras when he was a
young boy before beign recruited for Mauritius
(MGIIIA/PE1&PF1; MNA/RC25). In August 1836,
after working for Hardy for more than two years, Lotah left Argy and travelled to Port Louis where he
Fig. 3. Lotah (Immigrant
worked as a porter for several days until he was arNo.3158), was 82 years
rested as a vagrant. He was sentenced to serve seven
old in 1886, when he
days of hard labour by breaking stones in the
was photographed at the
workyard of the Bagne Prison by Special Magistrate
Immigration Depot
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Anderson. Before his sentencing, he informed the magistrate that he had runaway because he had to endure difficult living and working conditions and his
wages, often, were being paid late. After serving his sentence, Hardy requested
the Magistrate to return Lotah to his sugar estate (MGIIIA/PE1&PF1;
MNA/RC25). By 1839, Lotah was able to serve the remainder of his contract
without incident, and during the following year, petitioned the British governor
to remain in the colony and continue to work and live on the same sugar estate
(MNA/RC25).
However, it was not the last time that Lotah would get into trouble with
the law. He was arrested on three different occasions in 1865, 1881 and 1886
in Flacq as a vagrant (MGIIIA/PO10Vol B; PH2; PI4). On both occasions in
February 1865 and June 1881, he refused to replace his lost Old Immigrant
ticket and police pass and was sentenced by the Stipendiary Magistrate to
spend one week in prison. After serving his sentence, he was sent to the Immigration Depot to obtain a new ticket (MNA/RA1804; MNA/PA48; MGIIIA/PO
10 Vol B; PI4).
During the 1880s, Lotah was working in the petite bande and doing light
work on Constance Sugar Estate (MGIIIA/PF44). In 1881 and 1886, he was
photographed on two occasions and had to pay one pound sterling for a duplicate copy of his Old Immigrant ticket; this was a considerable sum of money
for an elderly; the fine represented around 4 months’ of his earnings. In 1886,
at 82 years old, he was arrested for the fourth and last time as a vagrant
(MGIIIA/PE1; PG32; PH2; P4). In 1889, he requested the Protector of Immigrants for a free return passage to India which was granted. After having lived
and worked for more than 55 years and at the age of 85, Immigrant Lotah left
Mauritius to return to Madras (MNA/PA 111; MGIIIA/PJ 41).
Balliah (No.2088) was another
indentured worker from Flacq who
during the 1830s was arrested as a
Fig. 4. Balliah
vagrant in Port Louis. He arrived in
(Immigrant No.2088)
was 81 years old in
Mauritius in December 1837 from
1888, when he was
Calcutta when he was 30 years old.
photographed at the
He came to work on a five-year conImmigration Depot
tract as a labourer for LeBreton, part
(MGIIIA/PG33; PE 1)
owner of Belle Mare Sugar Estate.
Balliah was born in a village in present-day Uttar Pradesh in 1807 and
worked as a field labourer his entire
life before being recruited from his native village to work as an indentured
worker (MGIIIA/PE 1; PF 1; MNA/PA 2; Oral Interview with Devendra Kumar Balliah). Barely two months after his arrival, in February 1838, at the
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height of the sugar cane harvest season, he left his employer Belle Mare Sugar
Estate, in the company of Boodoo, Panchoo, Durroop, Saleram and Lobine, for
Port Louis (MNA/HA 114, RC 34). The five others were from Uttar Pradesh,
like Balliah; they had travelled on the same ship and went to work on the same
sugar estate where they developed a very strong bond of friendship
(MGIIIA/PE 1, PF 1; Oral Interview with Devendra Kumar Balliah). For more
than a week, Balliah and his friends worked as labourers near Port Louis harbour for a British merchant when they were arrested for vagrancy and imprisoned at the Bagne.
They complained that they were being overworked, did not receive
proper rations and their wages were constantly being paid late. However, Special Magistrate Anderson dismissed their complaints and sentenced Balliah and
his companions to serve two weeks of hard labour which was shortened to seven days through the intervention of LeBreton, who urgently needed his labourers back to cut cane on his estate (MNA/HA 114, RC 34).
By February 1844, Balliah completed his indenture contract without any
further incidence and continued to work and live on the same estate serving 12month contracts which were renewed each year (MGIIIA/PF 1; MNA/PA 2;
Oral Interview with Devendra Kumar Balliah). Like Lotah, it was not the last
time that he ran into trouble with the law; in October 1866, February 1887 and
June 1888 he was arrested as a vagrant in Flacq (MGIIIA/PO 10 Vol B, PH 2;
PI4). In October 1866, with his immigrant ticket lost, he refused to identify
himself and was sent to the Office of the Protector of Immigrants for
identification. He was required to obtain a new ticket and was sentenced to one
month in prison for having lost his ticket and for refusing to identify himself
(MNA/RA 1865; MGIIIA/PO10 Vol B; Oral Interview with Devendra Kumar
Balliah). In 1887 and 1888, he was 80 and 81 years old respectively when he
was arrested as a vagrant. Fortuatunately, he was not imprisoned, but required
to get a copy of his immigrant ticket. On each occasion, Balliah had to pay
around one pound sterling for a duplicate copy of his Old Immigrant ticket; as
it was for Lotah, this was a lot of money for an elderly (MGIIIA/PH 2; PI4).
Balliah was working in the petite bande of Constance Sugar Estate when he
passed away in 1890 at the age of 83 (MNA/KL 27 A, PF 44; Oral Interview
with Devendra Kumar Balliah).
The case-studies of Lotah and Balliah highlight several important aspects of the indentured labour system and the experiences of the indentured labourers in nineteenth century Mauritius. Vagrancy and desertion were clear
manifestations of worker resistance against a cruel labour system which forced
the early indentured workers to endure inhumane working and living conditions. During the second half of the 1830s, they escaped to Port Louis in search
of better working and living conditions and complained to the Special Magis-
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trates about the difficulties they faced.
Their experiences highlight another aspect of what in 1875 the Royal
Commissioners of Inquiry called the ‘unbridled harassment’ of the pioneer Old
Immigrants by colonial authorities such as the police and the Stipendiary Magistrates (MNA/JK3, Frere and Williamson, 1875: par 704; Peerthum, 2012b:
37). Between the 1830s and 1880s - over a period of half a century - Lotah and
Balliah were repeatedly arrested and imprisoned as vagrants for not having
their Old Immigrant ticket.
Despite this fact, they resisted and, to a certain extent, they were able
exercise control over their labour, mobility and lives by petitioning the Governor and Protector of Immigrants to be allowed to remain and work in the colony. Over the decades, they were able to change the sugar estates where they
lived and worked, while remaining in the same district. Eventually, Lotah left
the colony after having worked and lived here for more than 55 years.
Establishment of a Vagrant Depot, Resistance of its Prison and the case of
Dabee
When looking at the resistance of the Indian indentured and exindentured workers between the late 1830s and early 1870s, Carter wrote:
The discipline of the plantation, combined with the state machinery of labour repression, rendered collective action difficult to orchestrate and individual protests subject to harsh penalties.
Alongside these directly inhibitory factors, planters and colonial
officials employed a range of tactics designed to minimize, diffuse, and deflect the anger and frustration of the workforce
(Carter, 1995: 217).
Doug Munro, an Australian labour historian, examined resistance and
accommodation in the colonial plantation world in the Pacific during the late
nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries; he argued that ‘indentured
generally lacked the tactical power to do much beyond brandishing the “weapons of the weak”’ (1993: 32).
Carter and Munro both tend to, to a certain extent, down-play the important role that worker resistance and agency played in shaping the lives of
the indentured workers in the indentured labour system generally, and in Mauritius specifically, during the nineteenth century. Between the 1860s and the
1880s, it was precisely through this large-scale and sustained brandishing of
the weapons of the weak that allowed the indentured and ex-indentured workers to express their anger and frustration against their difficult living and working conditions and harsh treatment on and off the sugar estates.
In the process, they forced the colonial officials such as the police, pris-
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on officials, the magistrates and the Protector, as well as the planters and their
estate managers, to act. But as Roopnarine stated, ‘[p]rimary resistance by indentured labourers prompted further repression from the plantation authorities’
and the local colonial authorities (Roopnarine, 2007: 52). The latter group acted through enacting harsher laws and regulations, and forced the immigrants to
carry immigrant tickets and police passes, as more powers were given to the
police. A system of depots for vagrants was also set up around the island which
allowed the colonial state to reinforce its already existing repressive state apparatus (MNA/B5: 940-953; Peerthum, 2004: 84-119; Allen, 2004: 35-45).

Fig. 6. Register of Passes issued to Old Immigrants reported by the police to have
lost their Old Immigrant tickets between 1887 and 1888 MGIIIA/PI4.

During this period, the Indian workers each year filed thousands of
complaints against their employers; they ran away by the thousands from the
sugar estates in search of better working and living conditions, which propelled
their employers to complain about the illegal absences and desertion of their
employees. By the thousands, they declined to signing new contracts on the
sugar estates and settled elsewhere. Therefore, an important class of gardeners,
independent cultivators, sirdars, job contractors, hawkers, small traders, merchants, craftsmen, skilled and semi-skilled artisans and small property owners
gradually emerged which allowed thousands of ex-Indian labourers to abandon
estate labour and earn their living elsewhere (Allen, 1999: 55-75; Allen, 2008:
140-155.
In mid-nineteenth century Mauritius, the Protector of Immigrants, the
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local police, the Stipendiary Magistrates and prison officials were preoccupied with the arrests of vagrants
and space for housing them, as they
served their sentences which ranged
from one week to one month and in
cases to even three months. By 1848,
the situation worsened as the Bagne
was closed down and no longer available as a colonial prison for, inter
alia, vagrant indentured labourers.
During the first half of the 1840s,
most of the vagrants who were kept at
the Bagne were transferred to the Port
Louis Prisons or the Old Prison
Buildings of Port Louis. Between the
Fig. 5. The Old Immigrant Ticket of
late 1840s and the early 1860s, the
Ramchondhary who arrived in Mauritius
majority of the island’s vagrants and
in 1871 and obtained his ticket in 1876
deserters were housed in that particu(MNA/PA 31).
lar colonial prison. But during this period, it became overcrowded and unsanitary with the steady increase in the
number of Indian workers who were sentenced. Between the early 1860s and
early 1870s, the vagrancy problem worsened as harsher legislations were enacted. This necessitated the establishment of a network of depot for vagrants
around the colony (Peerthum 2004: 84-119).
In January 1864, as Governor Sir Henry Barkly contemplated a new and
efficient vagrancy ordinance, he as the Council of Government proposed ‘to
constitute the convict barracks at Grand River’ into ‘a Depot for the detention
of vagrants’. Council agreed as the Port Louis Prisons and the small rural or
district prisons could no longer cope with the increasing number of vagrants
(MNA/B4B: 113; MNA/RA1763). Promptly, some 200 vagrants were transferred from the Port Louis Prisons to the Convict Barracks at Grand River
North West.
On 11 March 1864, Ordinance No. 4 ‘to amend the Law as to the
punishment of Vagrants’ was enacted by the colonial government. It contained
around twenty eight sections which dealt with the establishment of the Vagrant
Depot at Grand River North West, the punishment, treatment, living and
working conditions of the vagrants and the setting up of a system of rural
depots and the duties of colonial officials who dealt with vagrancy in the
colony. In April 1864, less than two months after the Vagrant Depot became
operational, Thomas Hornblow, the Vagrant Depot Sergeant Major, produced
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the first official ‘List of Vagrants in the Vagrant Depot, Grand River’ who
were under his charge. It contained the names of around 170 vagrants, who
were incarcerated there between February and April 1864; this was published
in the Mauritius Government Gazette. Among the first vagrants who were sent
to the Depot was Balliah, discussed above.
Between February 1864 and February 1886, more than 60,000 vagrants
passed through the Vagrant Depot’s entrance gateway. The Depot had a heterogenous population with mostly old and new workers, Indo-Mauritians and
some Creoles, Africans, Chinese, Liberated Africans and poor European workers. The Indian prisoners were mostly Hindus; some Muslims, tribals, Christians and Buddhists were also in this lot. They were imprisoned there for anywhere between one week to three months to one year or even more. In February 1886, exactly 22 years after coming into operation, the Vagrant Depot was
closed by the local colonial authorities (Peerthum, 2004: 110-119).
Table 1. Extract from the First List of Vagrants who were
incarcerated at the Vagrant Depot of Grand River North West
between February and April 1864

(Source: MNA/B5, 1864: 771-774)
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Table 2: The Vagrant Depot Prison Population, 1864-1886
Number of Prisoners
Years
February 1865 to March 1866
4,933
1864-1871
40,967
January to December 1881
906
1872-1886
19,102
1864-1886
60,069
(Source: Peerthum, 2004: 112)

Mauritian archival records indicate that one of the major reasons for the
closing of the Vagrant Depot was the resistance of some of the ‘recalcitrant’
vagrants to prison discipline and the antagonistic relationship between the prisoners and the prison officers and guards (MNA/RA 2369; B4B, 1881: 17371740; MNA/B1B/Interim and Final Reports, 1884: 40-43/77-84; B4B, Colony
of Mauritius, 1885: 51-53). A 1882 return on prisoners who were flogged for
serious breaches of prison discipline, prepared by the Keeper of the depot, LaBelle for the Beyts Committee which was inquiring into the death of indentured worker Seechurn who was murdered by a fellow prisoner at the Depot
during a prison brawl, showed that between 1877 and 1882 around 80 well
known vagrants were flogged at the Depot on the orders of the Visiting Stipendiary Magistrate for serious offenses and breaches of prison discipline. During
the same period, around 300 prisoners were punished for minor offences which
were perpetrated within the Depot walls. These offenders were forced to stay in
solitary confinement, reduced rations, required to perform extra hours of hard
labour and their prison sentences extended by several days (MNA/B1B/Interim
and Final Reports, 1884: 77-84).
The majority of the serious offenses included inciting prisoners to rebellion, assaulting prison guards, refusing to work, assault and battery on prison
guards, insolent to prison guards, insolent and threatening prison guards, disobedience of orders, threatening prison officers, assaulting prison officers, and
insulting Acting Superintendent. For the ‘serious’ offenses and breaches of
prison discipline, the vagrants received anywhere from 10 to 30 to 50 lashes.
This return underscores the fact that the condemned vagrants at the Vagrant Depot were not docile, but actively resisted, sometimes in an organized
and bold manner, the rules and regulations which were imposed on them by the
prison officers and guards. Between 1880 and 1882, some of the Depot prisoners, such as Azaree, Dabee, Ayapah and Jughubundhoo, who were Old intendured workers, committed serious offences on more than three occasions despite being punished more than once through flogging (MNA/B1B/Interim and
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Final Reports, 1884: 77-84; Peerthum, 2004: 115-116). This can also be seen in
the case-study of Dabee.
Between 1877 and 1882, Dabee, a young boy from Bihar, was imprisoned on seven occasions as a vagrant and was considered to be an ‘incorrigible’ prisoner. He was one of the well-known and notorious vagrants to have
been incarcerated at the Vagrant Depot. In January 1877, barely six months after arriving in Mauritius in June 1876, he escaped from Beau Plan Sugar Estate
and was arrested as a vagrant for the first time when he was 17 years old.
Dabee explained that he left his place of work because of the difficult living
and working conditions and wages being paid late. He served sentences ranging from a week to six months and a total of more than four years at the Depot.
On two occasions, Dabee escaped at night from that colonial prison only to be
caught a few days later. For these two breaches of prison discipline, he was
condemned to serve three months in prison each time.
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Fig 7.The Entrance Gateway of the Vagrant
Depot of Grand River North West, Mauritius which was renovated in 2011 (S.
Peerthum-AGTF Photo Collection).

Fig. 6: Extract of the Evidence of Inspector Martenson before the Royal
Commissioners of Inquiry in November 1872

On two occasions he was charged with refusing to work, assaulting a
prison officer and insulting the Acting Superintendent of Police. For three serious offences, he received a total of 50 lashes and sentenced to a total of more
than two years of hard labour. In June 1882, even after repeatedly breaking
prison rules and enduring such harsh punishment, Dabee was arrested for a
seventh time and sentenced to a month in prison. He escaped from the Vagrant
Depot for the third time and was caught three days later and placed in solitary
confinement on reduced rations (MGIIIA/PH 2, PH 5, PI1; MNA/RA 2543).

Fig 9.Immigrant Dabee was photographed
at the Immigration Depot (AapravasiGhat)
in 1882 when he was 22 years old (Source:
MGIIIA/PH 2).
(Source: MNA/JK3, 1875: 514-518).
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In July 1882, this incident propelled the Depot Keeper and the Visiting
Stipendiary Magistrate to recommend to the Protector of Immigrant his deportation from the colony. The Protector made the same recommendation to Governor Sir John Pope Hennessy who readily gave his approval (MNA/PA50; PB
27). In August 1882, Dabee was placed on a ship bound for Calcutta along
with another group of ‘incorrigible vagrants’ and deported from the colony
(MGIIIA/PJ 41). In his letter to the British Governor, the Protector of Immigrants described Dabee as being ‘incorrigible, defiant and determined’. The
Protector stated that Dabee was a ‘nuisance to the colony’ who repeatedly refused to work on the sugar estates under an indenture contract, defied the authority of prison officials at the Vagrant Depot and had serious breaches of
prison discipline (MNA/PB31; PB27).
Dabee is an important paradigm of worker resistance and agency in
Mauritian history. Mauritian archival records indicate that there were many Indian immigrants like him who rejected and resisted the indentured labour system and prison discipline (MGIIIA/PH 2; PH 5; PI1; MNA/RA 2543). Dabee
deserted the sugar estate on several occasions, refused to accept the difficult
living and working conditions of the sugar estates, defied the rigorous discipline of life at the Vagrant Depot and the arbitrary authority of the prison officials, and put up a determined and sustained resistance. He refused to accept
plantation and prison discipline and the authority of the colonial authorities. He
was sanctioned and punished harshly on several occasions but continued to resist and challenge the Depot authorities.
Dabee’s case study shows that during late 1870s and the early 1880s, a
tense and violence-oriented atmosphere prevailed at the Vagrant Depot. One of
the major reasons which provoked Dabee, Azaree, Ayapah, Jughubundhoo and
hundreds of other imprisoned vagrants to resist the Depot officers and guards,
was the strict rules and regulations of that colonial prison as laid down by Ordinance No.4 of 1864. These prison rules remained in force until the closing of
the Vagrant Depot in the mid-1880s although they were modified from time to
time (Peerthum, 2004: 115-16).
These acts of resistance and breaches of discipline by the Depot vagrants greatly affected the relationship between the prison guards and their
prisoners.
Resistance of ‘Old Immigrants’ between 1860s and 1880s and the Changing Social and Economic Situation in Mauritius
During the 1870s and 1880s, the resistance and challenge of the indentured and ex-indentured labourers against colonial laws, their living and work-
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ing conditions and the arbitrary authority of colonial officials was not only carried out by the vagrants who were imprisoned at the Grand River Depot, but also by thousands of other Indian immigrants on and off the sugar estates. This
can clearly be seen through their effective use of the law and the complaints
they lodged with the Stipendiary Magistrates.
Between 1860 and 1886, the New and Old Immigrants filed 110,940
complaints - an annual average of 4,266 complaints - against their employers in
the district courts and Port Louis. Around 72% of these complaints concerned
non-payment of wages. The complaints had a conviction rate of 71%. The rest
(28%) dealt with such grievances as poor working and living conditions, illtreatment by the employers and the practice of the double cut system, among
several others.
While the Indian workers were busy lodging cases against their employers, the planters, their estate managers and other subordinates were counterattacking by lodging complaints against their employees. Between 1860 and
1886, around 209,000 complaints - an annual average of 8,038 complaints against the Indian workers were lodged. Around, 71,060 complaints (34%)
dealt with illegal absences while 79,420 complaints (38%) dealt with desertion.
This meant that a total of 150,480 complaints dealt with illegal absences and
desertion over a period of twenty-six years, an annual average of 5,787 (Allen,
2008: 140-154; Allen, 1999: 61-75; Carter, 1995: 209-228). These figures do
not include the estimated 206,000 Indians who were arrested for vagrancy between 1861 and 1871, for over a period of 11 years, which gives an annual average of 18,700 vagrants, as shown in Table 2 (Allen, 2008: 148; Peerthum,
2004: 98-99, 112; Teelock, 2009: 246-247).
Table 2: Number of Vagrant Indian Immigrants
arrested in Mauritius, January 1861-December 1871
Year
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
Total

Number of Vagrants Arrested
23,371
16,668
17,551
18,834
18,382
19,416
16,884
22,357
23,916
16,880
12,096
206,304
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Fig 9: An Extract from the Regulations for the Vagrants of the newly established Depot at Grand River North West
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This shows that in less than three decades, there was a decline of more than
58% (Allen, 1999: 66). The period 1860-1880s was an important period of social and economic transition in colonial Mauritius, as this saw the gradual decline of the importance of indentured Indian immigration, the end of the Mauritian sugar revolution, the centralization of the sugar industry and a restructuring of the Mauritian economy. The decline in the contracts signed for sugar estates also led to a decline in the number of Indian workers who were arrested
for vagrancy, desertion and illegal absences.
A part of the economic transformation had to do with the increasing
number – running into thousands - of old indentured workers who opted for urban livelihood earnings, as well as becoming independent operators like hawkers, independent cultivators, small planters, shop keepers, small merchants and
traders. Thousands acquired land in what became the grand morcellement
movement3, and led to the emergence of a large and important class of land
owners and small planters. In summary, between the 1860s and the 1880s,
there were thousands of Old Immigrants who were able to exercise greater control on their labour, mobility and lives.
Conclusion

(Source: MNA/B5, The Mauritius Gazette, No.20, Saturday 2nd April 1864)

As noted earlier ‘illegal’ absences and desertions were seen by colonial
officials as the crime of vagrancy. When Indian workers resorted to such tactics of resistance as employees they were denying their labour to their employers. This did pose a major threat to sugar production during the sugar cane harvest season (Frere & Williamson, 1875: paragraphs 2026/2040). But that is the
precise act which employees force on the employers to realise the value of their
labour.
In the early 1860s, the annual average number of contracts signed by Indian workers amounted to 72,960. During the late 1880s, the number of contracts being signed on sugar estates declined to an annual average of 42,632.

This paper has examined vagrancy and the experiences of the vagrants
in colonial Mauritius between 1829 and 1890. The paper highlights the fact
that ever since the late 1820s, while slavery and the apprenticeship system still
existed, the local British and Mauritian authorities, alongside the planters, had
to deal with the ever-growing challenge and problem posed by ‘vagrancy’. The
responses of colonial authorities have been discussed, including enactment of
new laws, and harsher treatment of the workers deemed to be vagrants.
The underlying theme of the discussion has been that of challenge and
resistance of the workers, and attempts to take charge of their own lives and
living standards. Between 1860s and 1880s, the Indian workers became bolder,
more militant, increasingly non-compliant, and resisted what they deemed as
unacceptable conditions. While a vast majority of the indentured workers remained compliant and docile, the actions of the ‘vagrants’ are what led to active responses from the colonial authorities. The Indian worker agency and the
use of ‘the weapons of the weak’ to resist their difficult working and living
3

The morcellement movement and the practice of meteyage or sharecropping was a
strategy by the cash-strapped planter to generate much needed capital by selling and
leasing marginal estate land to the Old Immigrants (Allen, 2008: 151-155; Allen, 1999:
70-75; Peerthum, 2011: 31-39).
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conditions, and mistreatment were indicators that the workers were not simply
helpless victims, which has been one often stressed portrayal of Mauritian indentured labour.
This paper argues that the indentured labour system was not static; it
was, as Teelock (2004) had suggested, a complex and dynamic system which
involved different human actors such as the planters, colonial officials and the
indentured workers. Each worker had a name, number and a story to tell. By
their acts of resistance and open challenge to the system, the ‘vagrant’ indentured workers, to a certain extent, were able to take control of their lives and
shape their history while operating within a very difficult social and economic
context.
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